
Maintain Possession Regain Possession Create Space Defend Space Attack the Goal Defend the Goal Set Plays

Tactical Focus

Description

Modifications (Change It!)

Assessment

Questions

Equipment

• Split into 2 even teams. (3 vs 3 is ideal) 
• Aim of the game is to win the rebound. 
• Team in possession of the ball will shoot the 

ball at the basket. 
• Players with ball most shoot from outside the 

key area. 
• Players may not dribble the ball but may pass 

to a team member. 
• No points are scored for shots made. 
• 1 point is scored for a defensive rebound. 
• 2 points are scored for an offensive rebound. 

Players rarely get a rebound 
and are consistently beaten 

to the ball by their 
opponent.

Increase the number of players to 5. 
Allow shots from inside the key area. 
Overload one team (3 v 2) 

Change it 
Up

Change It!

Pinnies

Players may not actively defend their opponents, only get in position for a rebound. 
Lower the height of the basketball hoop. 
Change the type of ball. 

Emerging Developing Competent Proficient

King of the Boards
Invasion Games

Basketball

Basketball Hoop

Allow players to dribble and move when in possession of ball. 
Award points for shots that are made, however keep rebounding points value higher. 

What should you do as soon as a shot goes up? 

How can you make it more difficult for your opponent to win the rebound? 

Where should you be when you catch the ball? On the ground or in the air? 

Players sometimes get a 
rebound but lack positioning 

skills to consistently “box out” 
their opponent.

Players attempt to “box out” 
their opponent to gather a 

rebound and are able to judge 
where the ball will fall

Players consistently judge where 
the ball will fall and “box out” 

their opponent to win the 
rebound.

Change it 
Down



Accurately Hit Ball

Tactical Focus

Description

Modifications (Change It!)

Assessment

Questions

• The aim of this game is to work as a team to return the ball 
to the hoop without it hitting the ground. 

• Split class into groups of 3. 
• Player One stands in hoops and throws/hits the ball into the 

field. 
• Player Two runs to field the ball. Once in possession of ball 

they cannot move. 
• Player Three moves to a position to receive a relay throw 

from Player Tow. 
• Player Three throws the ball back to Player One in the hoop. 
• If ball is returned successfully without hitting the ground a 

point is scored. 
• Players swap roles. 
•

Players have difficulty 
working together to 
return the ball to the 

hoop.

Players can sometimes 
return the ball to the hoop 

successfully without it 
hitting the ground.

Use a different manipulation such as kicking the ball into the field. 
Catch the ball using an implement when fielding. 
Change the ball to a smaller object.

Change it 
Up

Change It! Send the ball in different ways to each other before returning it to the group’s hoop when 
fielding (e.g., roll the ball to each other, pass the ball over-under-over-under).

Choose the type of hitting implement they want to use.  
Choose what type of ball they would like to use. 

Emerging Developing Competent Proficient

What can you do to ensure that your group fields all the balls in the shortest amount of time? 

In what types of sports would a strategy like this be useful? 

When you were Player Two, how did you decide where to stand to receive the relay throw?

Avoid Getting Out Scoring Runs Make Hitting Difficult Stop Scoring Runs

Players work together to 
return the ball to the hoop 

without it hitting the ground.

Players work together quickly 
and efficiently to consistently 

return the ball to the hoop 
without it hitting the ground.

Change it 
Down

Striking & Fielding Games
Relay Throw Equipment

Ball

Hoop



 

Accurately Hit Ball

Tactical Focus

Description

Modifications (Change It!)

Assessment

Questions

• Separate class into two even teams. You can have 
multiple small sided games happening at the same 
time. 

• Batter kicks three balls out into the field, trying to 
send them away from the fielders. 

• After kicking all the balls, the batter aims to run the 
bases to score a home run. 

• Fielding team aims to return all three balls to the red 
hoop as quickly as possible. 

• If runner is not on a base or at home when all balls are 
returned then they are out. 

• Players may stop on a base and wait for next kicker. 

Players have difficulty 
making good decisions 

about what to do with the 
ball.

Players can sometimes 
make good decisions 
about what to do with 

the ball

Increase the distance between bases. 
Overload the fielding team. 
Decrease the playing space. 

Change it 
Up

Change It! Change skill from kicking to striking/throwing. 
Use a different kind of ball. 

Increase the size of the ball to make it easier to kick. 
Decrease the number of fielders. 
Decrease the distance between bases. 

Emerging Developing Competent Proficient

As a batter, where would you aim to kick your ball to make sure that you have enough time to score a 
run?  
 
As the fielder, describe a strategy you can apply to prevent the batter from scoring a run? 

How can the fielding team work together to stop the batter from scoring? 

Avoid Getting Out Scoring Runs Make Hitting Difficult Stop Scoring Runs

Players can make good 
decisions about what to do 
with the ball and execute 

these skills quickly.

Players consistently make 
good decisions about what to 
do with the ball and execute 

these skills efficiently and 
effectively.

Change it 
Down

Striking & Fielding Games
Triple Ball

3 Balls

Equipment

Hoops



Maintaining a Rally Winning a Point Setting Up for Attack Defend Space Restarting PlayDefending Against Attack

Tactical Focus

Description

Modifications (Change It!)

Assessment

Questions

• This game can be played as volleyball 
or any racquet sport. 

• Hoops are set up on the opposite side 
of the net. 

• Players aim to serve the ball into one 
of the hoops. 

• Once a ball has landed in a hoop it is 
removed from the playing area. 

• Teams count how many serves it takes 
to hit all the hoops. 

Players have difficulty serving 
the ball towards the hoops 
and rarely get the ball in. 

Players can sometimes serve 
the ball successfully towards 
the hoops and sometimes get 

the ball in.

Decrease the size/number of hoops. 
Increase the height of the net. 
Increase the distance from which players serve.

Change it 
Up

Change It! Use a tennis racquet/ball or badminton racquet/birdie. 
Change skill to hitting/throwing. 

Remove/lower the net. 
Increase the size/number of hoops. 
Decrease the distance from which players are serving.

Emerging Developing Competent Proficient

How can you position yourself to ensure you serve goes in the direction you want it to? 
How does the position of the hoop affect the way you serve the ball? 
How did you use feedback to improve your performance? 

Players can successfully serve 
the ball towards the hoops and 
get the ball in more times than 

not. 

Players can consistently serve 
the ball into the hoops.

Net 
Equipment

Change it 
Down

BallsNet & Wall Games
Serve it Up!

Hoops



Description

Modifications (Change It!)

Assessment

Questions

• Students line up opposite a partner. 
• A single bowling pin is placed halfway 

between them. 
• Students roll the ball at the pin trying to knock 

it down. 
• If the pin gets knocked down, they move it 

one step closer to their opponent and stand it 
back up. 

• Each player takes turns and the pin will move 
back and forward between the players. 

• The winning player is the one who gets the pin 
to move all the way to their opponent side.

Player has difficulty aiming 
and knocking the pin down.

Player can sometimes aim 
and knock the pin down.

Decrease the size of the ball/target. 
Increase the distance from the player to the pin. 
Players can only throw/roll with non dominant hand. 

Change it 
Up

Change It! Ask players to throw underhand or overhand. 
Change the type of target and object. 

Increase the size of the ball/target 
Decrease the distance from the player to the pin. 
Increase the number of targets. 

Emerging Developing Competent Proficient

What decisions did you need to make before rolling/throwing your ball? 
How did the position of the pin affect your roll/throw? 
How did you decide on how much force you needed to use to roll/throw the ball? 

Player can successfully aim 
knock the pin down.

Proximity to Target

Tactical Focus
Avoiding Obstacles Creating a Dynamic Reaction Defending Space/Objects Getting Last Shot

Change it 
Down

Equipment

Target Games
Showdown!

Pin 

Ball 

Player can consistently 
knock the pin down.


